Mahjong japanese rules pdf

Mahjong is a classic Chinese game played with sets of tiles. There are many variations of mahjong, and Japanese style mahjong, also known as riichi mahjong, is one of the most popular styles and is still enjoyed by many people. By the end of this article, you will understand the basic rules of Japanese mahjong and start playing the game with your
friends!The basic idea of the gameMahjong is mostly played by 3–4 people. Each player is dealt 13 tiles first, and draws one tile, and discards one tile each turn. Players take turns counterclockwise, and the game continues until someone declares the win or all tiles are gone. When someone wins the hand, they get points based on the strength of the
hand. The player with the most points at the end of the game wins the game. So the goal of this game is to win the hand and gain points.What are tiles?Tiles are basically cards in poker. Tiles consist of three suits and two honors(special), and there are 34 different tiles. Each tile has four identical ones, so we use a total of 136 tiles.Please check this
article for a more detailed explanation!What is hand?Players are dealt 13 tiles before the game starts and each turn they draw one tile and discard one. So essentially, players have 13 + 1 tiles and these tiles are the “player’s hand”. You must have 4 sets of triplets or sequences and 1 pair in your hand to win the hand.Triplets, Sequences, and pairsSo,
what are triplets, sequences, and pairs? Triplets are sets of three identical tiles and sequences are sets of three consecutive tiles of the same tile group. (for more information about tile groups, please check this article)The image is taken from MahjongSoul: are literally the pair of two identical tiles. You need four triplets/sequence and one pair to win
the hand. This is because your hand consist of a total of 14 tiles, and four triplets/sequences are 12 tiles. Thus, you need a pair to fill out the 2 remaining tiles.The ultimate goal of mahjong is to win the hand and gain the point. You have to have four triplets/sequences and a pair in your hand to win the hand. Each turn, you draw one tile and discard
one tile, and your hand will keep changing. By drawing and discarding tiles, you will make triplets/sequences and a pair to win.TenpaiWhen you need one more tile to win, meaning one more tile can make the fourth triplet/sequence or the first pair, your hand is ready to win. This state is called Tenpai, and when you get the tile you want, you can
declare the win. The hand below is in tenpai state, the player needs either “3 Bamboo” or “South” tile to win since they can make triplet.Calling tilesTo make a winnable hand, you don’t necessarily need to draw every tile you need by yourself. When someone discards a tile, you can call that tile to make a triplet/sequence.Here is the example: You have
2 “East” tiles. You need one more East tile to make it to a triplet. In other players’ turn, someone discarded East from their hand. You can call that East tile and combine your 2 “East” tiles you have with the East tile someone just discarded to make a triplet. This is called Pon and you can call tile to make a triplet from everyone.Here is another
example: You have 4 Cricle and 5 Circle in your hand. You need 3 or 6 Circle to make a sequence. When the player on your left discarded 3 Circle, you can call that tile and combine it with your tiles to make the 3 4 5 Circle sequence. This is called Chii and you can only call chii from the player on your left.Pon can make Triplets, Chii can make
Sequences. But there is one more, Kan.By calling Kan, you make Quads. Quad is a set of 4 identical tiles, and you can call kan from other players or by yourself. We will not talk about this deeply yet, but whenever someone calls kan, one of the doras(bonus tiles) is revealed and players have a chance to gain an extra point from it.Important to note:
Whenever you call tiles, you have to show tiles that you combined to everyone. You would openly place called tiles on the right side of your hand, and after you call the tile, you need to discard one tile.Three tiles on the right are tiles that I called and I’m showing these tiles to everyone.How to WINSo far, we have covered how to play the game, how to
make hands, and how to call tiles. But the goal of mahjong is to win.First, you have to remember that you need 4 sets of triplets/sequences/quads and 1 pair to win the hand. Quads are basically the same as triplets, except you have to Kan to have quads in your winning hand.You can win from other players’ tiles that are just discarded or by drawing
the tile you need by yourself. Drawing tile and winning is called “Tsumo”.However, having 4 sets of triplets/sequences/quads and a pair does not always mean that you can win, rather, there are so many cases where you can’t win even though you have the right tiles. This is because there are many combinations and conditions of tiles you need to have
in your hand to win. But don’t worry, we will only cover easy and simple ones in this article.Yaku, Han, and closed handsYakus are basically the specific combinations of tiles. When your hand has a certain combination, your hand also has a yaku.Each yaku has a certain number of hans. Hans are something that represents your hand’s strength. You
need at least one yaku to win, and the number of han determines your hands’ winning point. The higher number of hans you have, the stronger your hand is. Also, if you are a dealer, meaning you are the first one to discard the tile, the points you get will be 1.5 times bigger and points you will be taken by other players will also be 1.5 times
larger.Yakus are something you need to know but don’t worry, you will eventually learn every single yakus if you actually play mahjong.Before going over some examples, it is very important to understand the concept of closed hands(Menzenchin in Japanese). It is very simple, if you did not call any tiles, that means your hand is closed hands. Some
yakus require you to have closed hands, which means you can not call any tiles to achieve these yakus. When you draw the tile you need by yourself when you have closed hands and win, you get a yaku called “Tsumo”. It is one-han yaku. However, you can not get this yaku when you don’t have a closed hand.Now, let's take a look at some examples of
yakus.Example 1: RiichiRiichi is one-han hand. All you have to do is collect 4 sets of triplets/sequences and a pair without calling any tile. When you are in tenpai, you need to declare riichi, turn the latest tile sideways and put 1000 points bar.Once you declared Riichi, you can not change any tile in your hand and you have to keep drawing tiles and
discard the tile you drew until you win the hand. When you win riichi hand, you will be able to see reverse doras, which basically are extra points.Example 2: All SimplesAll Simples is a one-han hand that every single mahjong players love to use. To win All Simples, you have to make a hand without Terminal tiles(1, 9 tiles, and honors tiles(please read
this article for more explanation about tiles)). So basically, you need to have only 2–8 tiles in your hand to achieve this yaku. You can call tiles to make this hand.Example 3: Full FlashFull Flash is a six-han hand(five yaku when you call tiles). As you can probably tell, you have to collect the same suit tiles and make 4 sets of triplets/sequences and a
pair. It is a very difficult hand, but very strong at the same time.Example 4: Thirteen OrphansThirteen Orphans is a yakuman hand. What is yakuman? Yakumans are13-han hands that are extremely hard to make. But when you win Yakuman, you can gain 32000 or 48000(dealer) points and you will almost be guaranteed to win the game. Note: 1-han is
roughly 1000– 3000 points, 6-han is 12000 or 18000 points.To win this hand, Thirteen Orphans, you need to have every single terminal tile (1, 9 tiles, and honors tiles) and a pair of one of them. It essentially is the opposite hand of all simples. You can not call any tile.We looked at only 4 of them, but there are many many more! I’ll make the article that
covers every yaku you will need to know, but I strongly suggest you go play the actual mahjong game! If you want to play mahjong online, I highly recommend you to play mahjong soul! It is completely free and you can always look at yakus and rules during the match.This is it! Congratulation! You have learned the basic rules of mahjong and you
should be ready to play actual games now!Thank you so much for reading and see you next time!Written by Zenon N These rules were written in Baba Hirokazu and Katayama Masayuki's book Bakatsuki Typhoon and are the most widely used rules in Japan Translation by Benjamin Boas SECTION ONE: CHI, PON AND KAN -PART ONE: CHI -PART
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CHOMBO -PART TWO: DEAD HAND -PART THREE: NOTEN PENALTY -PART FOUR: “RESPONSIBILITY” SECTION SIX: DEALER REPEATS AND DRAWN ROUNDS -PART ONE: DEALER REPEAT -PART TWO: DRAW SECTION SEVEN: ENDING THE GAME SECTION EIGHT: DORA SECTION NINE: FURITEN SECTION TEN: SCORE DECLARATION
SECTION ELEVEN: GENERAL RULES PART ONE: CHI A player may CHI by following these steps, in order Call CHI after the player to your left has discarded. Reveal the two tiles you will use to complete the set. Take the discarded tile and set it along with the other two tiles. Put the completed set on your right hand side. Discard a tile. The tile
which was claimed is turned to indicate which player initially discarded it. EXAMPLE: PART TWO: PON A player may PON by following these steps, in order Call PON on a discarded tile. Reveal a pair from your hand. Make a PON with the pair and discarded tile. Put the completed PON on your right side. Discard a tile. The tile which was claimed is
turned to indicate which player initially discarded it. EXAMPLES: Player on the right: Player across from you: Player on the left: PART THREE: KAN 1. There are two types of KAN, CONCEALED KAN and OPEN KAN. Here is how to form each: CONCEALED KAN After you have drawn, say KAN. Reveal the four tiles which form the KAN. Turn the
middle two tiles of the KAN so the back of the tile faces up, and put it on your right side. Turn over a new KAN DORA. Draw a supplemental tile. Discard a tile. OPEN KAN ADDED KAN After you have drawn say KAN. Add a tile to an existing claimed PON. Then follow steps 4-6 of CONCEALED KAN. CLAIMED OPEN KAN Call KAN on a discarded tile.
Display a concealed PON from your hand. Take the discarded tile and form a KAN. Put the completed KAN on your right side. Then follow steps 4-6 of CONCEALED KAN. After you have drawn a supplemental tile, you may make an additional KAN on the same turn. Whoever has drawn the last tile may not KAN. If an ADDED KAN tile is “ROBBED” by
another player, a new KAN DORA is not turned over. A KAN should look like this: CLOSED KAN CLAIMED OPEN KAN Player on the right: Player across from you: Player on the left: ADDED KAN PART FOUR: SUPPLEMENTARY 1. A player may not draw a tile if, on the same turn, he has already claimed a tile for a PON, CHI, or KAN (the supplemental
tile for a KAN is an exception). 2. A player may not make a KAN on the same turn he has made a PON or CHI. 3. Once you have touched the next tile in the wall, you may not call for CHI PON OR KAN. 4. “KUIKAE” If you have 2,3,4 in your hand, you may not CHI 2 to make 2,3,4, and then discard a 2 on the same turn, nor may you CHI 5 (making
3,4,5) and discard a 2. You may also not PON a tile and then discard that same tile on the same turn. PART ONE: PROCEDURE 1. A RIICHI declaration is valid only if the player is TENPAI on a CONCEALED hand, and no player has declared RON on the tile discarded when the declaration was made. 2. A RIICHI declaration is made according to the
following steps: Say RIICHI. Turn your discarded tile sideways. Pay 1,000 points to the table (“The RIICHI STICK” the stick goes in front of your discards). 3. Once you have said RIICHI, the declaration cannot be taken back. 4. If there are less than 4 tiles left in the wall (you have no additional draws) you may not RIICHI. 5. If you are FURITEN you
may still RIICHI. There is no obligation to declare RON if you have declared RIICHI (although not winning may make you FURTIEN.) 6. You may only make a concealed KAN after a RIICHI declaration under the following circumstances: The tile you have drawn adds to the concealed PON already in your hand. Making the KAN will not change your
TENPAI PATTERN. Making the KAN will not change the formation of the sets in your hand 7. If the tile you used to declare RIICHI is claimed by another player, turn your next discarded tile sideways. 8. After declaring a RIICHI, you may only draw and discard the same tile, unless you are declaring a concealed KAN or declaring TSUMO. 9. If a
DRAWN ROUND occurs, the 1,000 paid points remain on the table and anyone who has declared RIICHI must show their hand.PART TWO: THE RIICHI STICK RIICHI STICKS are claimed by the person who wins the round. If there is no winner, they go to the winner of the next won round. If a CHOMBO occurs on the same round RIICHI has been
declared, the RIICHI STICK goes back to whoever put it out. If the game ends in a DRAWN ROUND, all remaining RIICHI STICKS go to the winner of the game. If RON is called on a tile used to declare RIICHI, the corresponding player takes back his RIICHI STICK. PART THREE: IPPATSU (ONE ROUND WIN) If, after declaring RIICHI, a player
declares a win within one go-around, this is called IPPATSU and counts as a yaku. If a CHI, PON or KAN is called, once the tiles are claimed, IPPATSU is nullified. The players first discard after declaring RIICHI counts as IPPATSU. PART FOUR: SUPPLEMENTARY DOUBLE RIICHI costs 1,000 points. There is no “OPEN RIICHI” After declaring RIICHI,
no player may look at any opponents’ tiles or the URA DORA. All winning hands must contain at least 1 YAKU. There are no instances where it is required to have more than 1. Say “RON” when winning off a discard, say “TSUMO” when winning from a drawn tile. There is only one winner per round. If more than 1 player declares RON on the same
tile, the first player in order from the discarder is the winner. If you do not declare RON on a discarded tile that completes your hand、you may not declare RON again until your next draw. A person who has declared RON or TSUMO must organize and expose his hand so that it can be clearly seen and understood by all opponents. Other than
FURITEN and 1 YAKU LIMIT, there are no other special restrictions on winning (no KUITAN NASHI, no SAKIDZUKE NASHI.) 1. If two players claim a tile at the same time, RON take precedence over CHI PON OR KAN. PON and KAN take precedence over CHI. 2. Precedence rules apply only if declarations were made at the same time, generally
whoever calls first claims the tile. 3. When two players call RON on the same tile the one who said RON first is the winner, if both said RON at the same time, the first in order from the discarder is the winner. PART ONE: CHOMBO 1. The following actions are punishable by “CHOMBO,” in which a player pays a MANGAN to all three opponents (2,000
to non-dealer, 4,000 to dealer. If the offending player is the dealer, then 4,000 to all non-dealers.) Declaring an invalid win and exposing ones hand. Making an invalid CONCEALED KAN after declaring RIICHI (determination is made only if a DRAWN GAME occurs.) Whether intentionally or through negligence, exposing tiles from the wall, ones own
hand, or an opponents hand to the extent where a game cannot continue. Declaring RIICHI on a hand that is not TENPAI (determination is made only if a DRAWN GAME occurs.) Declaring a win after being penalized with a dead hand. 2. If a CHOMBO occurs at the same time a win is declared, the CHOMBO is voided. 3. If a CHOMBO occurs, the
round it occurred in is declared void. The dealer remains, no TABLE STICKS are added, and RIICHI STICKS return to whoever put them out that round.PART TWO: DEAD HAND The following actions result in a dead hand: Looking at the tiles in an opponents hand or the dead wall. Drawing a tile before the opponent before you has discarded, or
drawing in any inappropriate way. Making an invalid CHI, PON or KAN or declaring one invalidly. This includes KUIGAE. 2. A hand is dead immediately after any of the above conditions are noticed. 3. A player with a dead hand by not declare CHI PON KAN or a win. 4. A player with a dead hand is considered NOTEN, even if his hand is TENPAI.
PART THREE: NOTEN PENALITY Any player who does not show a TENPAI hand at the end of a DRAWN ROUND is subject to the NOTEN penalty. Players show their hands in the order of East, South, West and North. The NOTEN penalty amounts to 3,000 points, which is paid equally by all players with NOTEN hands and received equally by all
players with TENPAI hands. (If all players are NOTEN, there is no penalty). A hand that is TENPAI but has no YAKU is still considered TENPAI. If a hand is TENPAI, the only special condition where it is not counted as TENPAI is if all of the tiles which could complete your hand are used within your hand. (waiting with 6 8 on a hand where you have a
KAN of 7) PART FOUR: "RESPONSIBILITY" If a player discards a tile which completes any of the following patterns and is claimed by an opponent, that player is “RESPONSIBLE” DAISANGEN—If any player shows 2 PON or KAN of dragons and an opponent throws a 3rd dragon which he claims. DAISHUUSHI—If any player shows 3 PON of winds and
is thrown a 4th wind, which he claims. SUUKANTSU—If any player shows 3 KANS and is thrown a 4th tile which he uses to KAN. 2. A responsible player must pay all of a hand which is won on a drawn tile. He must pay half of a hand which is won on a discard. PART ONE: DEALER REPEAT If the dealer has won a round or is tenpai after a DRAWN
ROUND, there is a DEALER REPEAT. If a DEALER REPEAT occurs, a TABLE STICK is added and put on the dealer’s right side. The number of TABLE STICKS on the table should be noted by all players. For every TABLE STICK on the table, 300 points is added to the amount won by the winner of that round, if there is one. The points are either paid
entirely by the discarder, or equally by all non-winning players in the case of a drawn win. PART TWO: DRAW If no players declare a win on the LAST TILE, it is a drawn game and a TABLE STICK is added. If there is a DRAWN GAME and the dealer is not TENPAI, the deal passes on to the next player and TABLE STICKS remain on the table. If, during
the FINAL ROUND, the deal passes, the game is over. Besides a declared win, CHOMBO, or DRAWN GAME, there is no reason a round should end. These are the only specific situations in which a game can end: A non-dealer wins the FINAL ROUND. The FINAL ROUND ends in a DRAWN GAME and the dealer is NOTEN. The dealer wins the FINAL
ROUND and is the HIGH SCORER. The game can only end in the case of a dealer win during the FINAL ROUND if the dealer is the HIGH SCORER after the round ends. It does not matter if the dealer had the highest score before. A dealer who has won the FINAL ROUND and is the HIGH SCORER may choose to continue the game. If the dealer
becomes the HIGH SCORER during the FINAL ROUND due to the NOTEN PENALTY, the game continues. When any player goes HAKOTEN (during any round). HAKOTEN occurs when a player does not have enough points to pay. There are three types of DORA, URA-DORA, and KAN-DORA (As well as KAN-URA-DORA.) Each DORA in a winning hand
increases that hands value by 1 HAN. URA-DORA are only valid if the winning hand contains RIICHI. Only players who have declared RIICHI may see the URA-DORA after a valid win declaration. The URA-DORA is invalid if the winning player does not clearly show it to all other players. A new KAN-DORA is turned over every time a valid KAN is made.
This also creates the possibility for a new KAN-URA-DORA. If a player is FURITEN, he may not declare a win on an opponent’s discard. There are two types of FURITEN: A players hand can be completed by ANY of the tiles in his corresponding DISCARDs. A player, after declaring RIICHI, chooses not to win on a discarded tile that can complete his
hand. 3. A player who has not declared RIICHI may choose not to win on a discarded tile that can complete his hand, but this makes him TEMPORARILY FURITEN until his next draw. In the case of a table that automatically displays the score There is no need for a player to make a score declaration. If the score display is found to be incorrect, all
players must fix this before the game can continue. 2. In the case of a table that does not display the score. All players must announce their score at the beginning of the FINAL ROUND. During any other round, any player may ask the score of another player. A player who has been asked is not obligated to answer, and may also give an approximation
if he wishes. Any player whose score falls under 8,000 points after a round must make a score declaration before the next round begins. If, during a FINAL ROUND score declaration, a player misstates his score and this is discovered after the game has ended, the offending player’s PLACE drops (1->2, 2->3, 3->4, 4th place remains in 4th). The DEAD
WALL is made of 14 tiles. Once a tile has touched the discard area, it is considered discarded and may not be taken back, nor may that player claim TSUMO, even if the tile completes his hand. The last discarded tile may not be claimed for a CHI PON or KAN. WINNING FROM A SUPPLEMENTARY TILE does not combine with WINNING ON THE
LAST TILE. If a player accidentally exposes a tile from his hand, there is no penalty. A full game consists only of a an East and South Round. Players begin the game with 25,000 points and return 30,000 points at the end of the game. The 5,000 point difference from each player goes to the winner, making a 20,000 point bonus. A point distribution is
applied at the end of the game such that: 1st place: 30,000 point bonus 2nd place: 10,000 point bonus 3rd place: -10,000 point penalty 4th place: -30,000 point penalty If any players scores are tied at the end of the game, the point distribution is split. v0.90
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